International training and assessment practices in Anesthesia and Intensive Care: what is the role of simulation?

Summary

As a training and evaluation modality, simulation is rapidly becoming a formative and summative (e.g., certification) assessment tool. This current trend is growing stronger with increasing numbers of published reports on this subject. The field of anesthesia has pioneered healthcare simulation use and development since its inception. (1–3) Simulation offers opportunities to explore not only technical skills, but "non-technical" skills, making it an essential part of teaching and assessment. (4–7) It is fundamental to rigorously and clearly define the framework and expectations of the use of simulation in this way. (3,4,8) What remains to be clarified, however, are which modalities would be best suited for teaching and/or assessing certain aptitudes (or skills), the validity of their use as described above, as well as the impacts on the learner. (9)

Using rigorous methodology, the objective of this project is to elaborate an internationally agreed-upon repository of training in simulation for anesthesia and intensive care consisting of a comprehensive variety of technical skills, entrustable professional activities and critical situations, in a framework of European, U.S., and Canadian collaboration that can serve as a support thereafter for formative and certification-based assessment.

Ultimately, this project aims to develop common and universal tools in a framework of North-American-European collaboration by associating European and North-American societies of Anesthesia and Intensive Care, as well as societies of simulation in healthcare.

Scientific context

The crucial role of simulation as an educational and assessment tool is no longer questionable in healthcare education. It is now necessary to determine the appropriate use of this powerful and advanced teaching modality. The fields of application remain to be defined through reference standards, particularly in anesthesia and intensive care. (3,4,8) Interest in simulation is reinforced because it is the only modality which allows users to work on and explore non-technical skills, (4,7) elements identified as frequently being involved in patient morbidity and mortality. (10–12) The idea of using simulation as an assessment modality naturally follows that of training. (13–17) Initial
development in healthcare simulation was based on simulation use in aviation.(18) Airplane pilots are first trained and then certified on simulators during their training, but also undergo recertification using simulation-based modalities during their professional lives. Such a concept is likely related to the extreme safety required in civil aviation activities. It is therefore logical to use healthcare simulation as an evaluation method after using it for training purposes.(13,14,16,17) Nevertheless it remains to be determined what are the ideal methods, validation criteria, and any impact on the learner of using simulation as an assessment tool. Any assessment tool may cause heightened emotions in learners. These simulation-based assessments created through this project need to be rigorously crafted to meet high educational standards, because they may be high-stakes in the learner’s eyes if used for summative purposes. These standards must be defined so that the use of the simulation in this way is legitimate, valid and effective. Most of the history and progressive development of simulation has been and continues to be in the field of anesthesia, making this field a natural fit for this innovative approach.(9,19)

Objectives

Broadly speaking, anesthesia and intensive care can be thought of as relatively uniform across much of Europe, Canada, and the United States. However, it is unclear how uniform training practices are in these countries, and use of simulation for assessment in training is also not well-quantified.

The objective of this work is to define in anesthesia and intensive care a repository of training in simulation which includes technical skills, entrustable professional activities and critical situations, within a framework of international collaboration that can serve as a support thereafter for formative and certification-based assessment.

Material and methods

Three categories have been created to specifically explore the technical and procedural aspects and to cover as widely as possible the fields of knowledge and skills expected of anesthetists (20,21):

- Based-Simulation Competence & Skills (BaSiCS), which are self-management skills in common practice situations.
- Entrustable Professional Activities (EPA), which can be assigned to the resident for an autonomous realization without direct supervision)(22–25) and
- Crisis and Exceptional Situations in Simulation (CrESiS), which are critical and rare events, which require escalated care, self-management, and application of crisis resource management skills.
Based-Simulation Competence & Skills

The BaSiCS are based on a collection of all the technical procedures and procedures taught to anesthesia residents published in 2014 and on the ACGME Core Program Requirements for the anesthesia residency.(20,26) The initial list has been reprocessed into categories and some items have been grouped together. The list of BaSiCS proposed for the survey includes 52 items in 10 categories.

Entrustable Professional Activities

The EPAs are based on the work of Wismanz-Warter et al., published in 2016. Wismanz-Warter’s work was based on the Netherlands’ pedagogical objectives repository for resident in anesthesia and intensive care, of which 58 EPAs were initially proposed and 45 were selected using a Delphi method. These EPAs were compared with the European Training Requirements in Anesthesiology (ETR) developed in 2018 by the European Board of Anesthesiology and the European Union of Specialist Physicians(26) and the 2015 update of Milestones (MS) developed by the American Board of Anesthesiology and the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education.(27) After comparisons were made between the EPA and the educational objectives of the ETR and MS, it was necessary to add 6 additional EPAs to those proposed by Wismanz-Warter et al. to covert the pedagogical objectives more completely. Others which were deemed redundant were removed. The proposed EPA list for the survey includes 58 items in 6 categories.

Crisis and Exceptional Situations in Simulation

The list of CrESiS comes from the second edition of Crisis Management in Anesthesiology 2014.(28) The proposed crisis situations were sorted by importance and grouped together to cover the widest possible range of non-technical skills while maintaining a number compatible with an implementation in a training program. Special attention has been given to ensuring that the non-technical skills corresponding to Anesthesia Crisis Resources Management are all addressed through these CrESiS. The list of CrESiS proposed for the survey includes 34 items in 10 categories.

Surveys

A Delphi method survey in 3 rounds will be conducted in 4 months (February to May 2019) with three populations: the program director of anesthesia and intensive care, experts in simulation for anesthesia and intensive care and senior anesthesiologist graduates within the first 5 years of practice. The 3 categories (BaSiCS, EPA, and CrESiS) will be the subject of identical but separate surveys so that the response time required for each survey is reasonable, compatible with the availability of responders and can optimize the response rate. The total time for each participant will be less than one hour for the whole 3 rounds of the survey.
Trios of participants will be recruited through networks of Scientifics Societies in proportion to the country population and the number of anesthetists in the country according to the World Federation of Societies of Anaesthesiologists data from 2016. With a minimum of 3 trios per country so that each country opinion is expressed on the 3 categories BaSiCS, EPA and CrESiS, **126 trios will be recruited in 20 countries:** Germany (12), Austria (3), Belgium (3), Denmark (3), Spain (6), France (9), Ireland (3), Italy (6), Netherlands (3), Poland (6), Portugal (3), United Kingdom (9), Sweden (3), Norway (3), Switzerland (3), USA (39), Canada (6), Israel (3) and Australia (3).

- **First round:**
  The questions of the first round will aim to identify for each item if it is judged to be part of the curriculum, how often it is used in professional practice, what is the level of difficulty of the skill, in which year a resident can perform this item with indirect supervision, what is the preferential evaluation modality (clinical or simulation context), and if items are missing from the proposed lists, and a free-text answer box to capture any additional comments.

- **Second round:**
  The questions of the second round will aim to validate the list of items having a high score and which are deemed to be kept, to validate the list of items having a low score and which are deemed to be discarded, to select items from the "gray zone" (average score) to be included in the list to be preserved and to validate the preferential assessment modality (clinical or simulation context).

- **Third round:**
  The question of the third round will consist in the final validation of the lists of items thus constituted.

The data will be collected via a digital survey platform (LimeSurvey) whose data are stored in the servers of the University of Normandy Caen (France). The data will be anonymous in order to respect the anonymity of the responders. The data will then be analyzed using the SAS software.

The promotion and dissemination of the survey will be carried out through the research and professional networks of European and North-American societies of Anesthesia and Intensive Care, as well as Simulation. The following societies have pledged their support of this project: the French Society of Anesthesia and Intensive Care (SFAR), the French Speaking Society of Simulation in Healthcare (SoFraSimS), the Society in Europe for Simulation Applied to Medicine (SESAM) and the American Board of Anesthesiology (ABA) and the Society for Simulation in Healthcare (SSH) (Canadian Society of Anesthesiology (CAS) is involved and will give her support soon).
Expected results and future prospects

Expected results

The expected results are the development of an international training repository for simulation-based anesthesia and intensive care that can serve as a support for the development of assessment tools aimed at exploring skills and knowledge that for some have not previously been available for assessment. By allowing learners to better understand the deliberate elements in each entrustable professional activity, this will help the learners and programs focus their educational efforts in a more customized way. These include non-technical skills such as communication, leadership, team organization, prioritization, reassessment of a situation, among others.

Having a training repository developed and validated in a framework of international collaboration will be a major step forward for the educators involved in the training of residents, for the residents themselves, as well as for scientific societies ensuring consistent standards of training.

The following table illustrates a general presentation of the results, allowing for identification of the assessment’s modality chosen through this process for items of each category (BaSiCS, EPA and CrESiS).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessment’s Modality</th>
<th>BaSiCS</th>
<th>EPA</th>
<th>CrESiS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simulation</td>
<td>List of BaSiCS/sim</td>
<td>List of EPA/sim</td>
<td>List of CrESiS/sim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical</td>
<td>List of BaSiCS/clinical</td>
<td>List of EPA/clinical</td>
<td>List of CrESiS/clinical</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Future prospects

The next step will be the construction and validation from this repository of practical training tools for the different categories BaSiCS, EPA and CrESiS, through international networks and according to the collaborations that it will be possible to establish taking into account cultural differences. These tools will be used for formative assessment at first and then summative after validation. The perspective is therefore to build a model allowing the use of simulation as an assessment tool for certification in anesthesia and intensive care, then recertification throughout the lives of healthcare professionals.

The multicentric approach to elaboration includes an international dimension of collaboration that reinforces the legitimacy and the "universal" aspect of the curriculum and the tools thus developed.

The long-term use of simulation as a (re) certification tool should lead to an improvement in the quality and safety of care delivered to patients, which will be an area for future study.
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